Thank you for using our website http://www.rmets.org [1] (the “Website”). Any use by you of the Website is conditional on your acceptance of these Terms and Conditions and our Privacy Statement [2].

If you do not accept these Terms and Conditions, you should leave the Website immediately and make no further use of it. If you continue to access and use the Website then this will constitute your acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.

Your attention is drawn in particular to the following sections below. "Warranties and Liabilities" and "Your Obligations"

The Website is operated by the Royal Meteorological Society (RMetS). "We", "Us" and "Our" mean the Royal Meteorological Society (RMetS). The RMetS is a registered charity No. 208222 and our address is 104 Oxford Road, Reading, RG1 7LL.

When we refer to Our websites we are referring to any website in the domain rmets.org and the website www.metlink.org [3].

We may revise these Terms and Conditions at any time by amending this page. You must check this page from time to time to take notice of any changes we make, as they are binding on you.

If you have any comments or questions or are uncertain about anything in these Terms and Conditions, please contact us at info@rmets.org [4] or write to us at the Royal Meteorological Society, 104 Oxford Road, Reading, RG1 7LL. We will try to respond to your queries as quickly as possible.

Members' Area and Registration

The Website contains a separate members' area ("Members' Area") which contains members’ details, access to Back Issues of some of our journals and other information.

You must not access the Members' Area unless you are a member of RMetS. Details of subscription and membership can be found here [8].

If you choose, or you are provided with, a membership number, password or any other piece of information as part of Our security procedures, you must treat such information as confidential, and you must not disclose it to any third party. We have the right to disable any membership number or password, whether chosen by you or allocated by Us, at any time, if in Our reasonable opinion you have failed to comply with any of these Terms and Conditions.
Individuals may add images. Although images are currently moderated, We have no obligation to do this and We expressly exclude Our liability for any loss or damage arising from the use of any interactive service by a user in contravention of these Terms and Conditions, whether the service is moderated or not. By uploading images, you agree that you hold full copyright to them.

Uploading Material

Subject to Our Privacy Policy, any material (including images) ("Contributions") you post or upload to the Website will be considered non-confidential and non-proprietary, and We have the right to use, copy, distribute and disclose to third parties any Contributions for any purpose. We also have the right to disclose your identity to any third party who is claiming that any Contributions constitute a violation of their intellectual property rights, or of their right to privacy.

You warrant that you have all rights (including all intellectual property rights) to enable you to post and/or upload Contributions and to enable us to use Contributions as set out in these Terms and Conditions.

We will not be responsible, or liable to any third party, for the content or accuracy of any Contributions posted by you or any other user of the Website.

We have the right to remove any Contributions (including image uploads) you make on the Website.

Intellectual Property rights

The contents of these pages are copyright The Royal Meteorological Society.

All materials, including images, illustrations, designs, site layout, photographs, written and other text or script that are part of the Website together with all software compilations, underlying source code and software in the Website are protected by copyright, trade mark, design right and/or other worldwide intellectual property rights and are owned or controlled by or licensed to the Royal Meteorological Society.

You may print one copy of material on the Website for personal non-commercial use only, save as otherwise expressly permitted under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. Users may not otherwise download or copy, reproduce, store in any medium (including any other website), distribute, transmit, re-transmit, modify or show in public any part of the Website without Our prior written consent. Any requests to reproduce materials should be addressed to the Royal Meteorological Society, 104 Oxford Road, Reading, RG1 7LL.

Warranties and Liabilities

Although We aim to ensure that the information and content provided on the Website is accurate and consistent with current knowledge and practice, please be aware that all information on the Website is provided on an "as is" basis. We expressly disclaim and exclude all warranties, conditions, representations and terms, whether express or implied by statute,
common law or otherwise, with respect to the Website or the information, content, materials, goods or services included in the Website including, without limitation, as to the accuracy or completeness of the Website, as to whether it is up to date and as to the condition of any goods or services displayed or provided. If you believe the content of these pages to be inaccurate or out of date, or you would like to make any comments, then please contact us at webmaster@rmets.org [6].

The content of the Website is intended to provide general information only and must not be used as an alternative to professional advice about weather and climate.

We do not warrant that the Website will be uninterrupted or error free, that defects will be corrected, or that the Website or the server that makes it available are free of viruses, Trojan horses, worms, time-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any other harmful programs or similar computer code or represents the full functionality, accuracy, and reliability of the materials.

Access to the Website may be suspended, restricted or terminated at any time for any reason. By using the Website, you acknowledge that you assume full responsibility for all costs associated with any necessary servicing or repairs of any equipment that you use in connection with the Website.

To the extent permitted by law, We will have no liability to you in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise for any loss (including loss of profit), cost or damage (whether indirect, consequential, or otherwise) suffered in connection with the following:

- Any errors or omissions in materials published on the Website by third parties or in any other documents or sites which may be referred to or linked to by such material, including links to third party sites. We are also not responsible for the availability of any of these linked sites.
- Your use of the Website or from use of information passed through the Website or services offered by the Website, even if we are aware of the possibility of such loss.
- Any delay or failure to perform, if the delay or failure is due to a cause beyond Our reasonable control.
- Suspension, restricted or termination of access to the Website for any reason.
- Any indirect or consequential loss or damage incurred in connection with the Website or in connection with the use, inability to use, or results of the use of the Website, any websites linked to it and any materials posted on it, including loss of income or revenue, loss of business, loss of profits or contracts, loss of anticipated savings, loss of data, loss of goodwill or wasted management or office time.
- Any material or information uploaded to the Website by a third party.
- Any viruses, Trojan horses, worms, time-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any other harmful programs or similar computer code harmful that may infect your computer equipment, computer programs, data or other proprietary material due to your use of the Website or to your downloading of any material posted on it, or on any website linked to it.
- Any other website or material which We provide a link to on our Website.

We do not however exclude or limit our liability in respect of death or personal injury caused by Our negligence or for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation. This paragraph takes precedence over anything else in these Terms and Conditions.
Your Obligations

You may use the Website only for lawful purposes. You may not use the Website:

- In any way that breaches any applicable local, national or international law or regulation.
- In any way that is unlawful or fraudulent, or has any unlawful or fraudulent purpose or effect.
- For the purpose of harming or attempting to harm minors in any way.
- To transmit, or procure the sending of, any unsolicited or unauthorised advertising or promotional material or any other form of similar solicitation (spam).
- To knowingly transmit any data, send or upload any material that contains viruses, Trojan horses, worms, time-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any other harmful programs or similar computer code designed to adversely affect the operation of any computer software or hardware.

You also agree:

- Not to reproduce, duplicate, copy or re-sell any part of the Website in contravention of these Terms and Conditions.
- Not to access without authority, interfere with, damage or disrupt any part of the Website; any equipment or network on which the Website is stored; any software used in the provision of the Website; or any equipment or network or software owned or used by any third party.

Failure to comply with these Terms and Conditions may result in Our taking all or any of the following actions:

- Immediate, temporary or permanent withdrawal of your right to use the Website.
- Immediate, temporary or permanent removal of any of your Contributions to the Website.
- Issue of a warning to you.
- Legal proceedings against you for reimbursement of all costs on an indemnity basis (including, but not limited to, reasonable administrative and legal costs) resulting from the breach.
- Further legal action against you.
- Disclosure of such information to law enforcement authorities as We reasonably feel is appropriate.

You may link to the Website home page, provided you do so in a way that is fair and legal and does not damage Our reputation or take advantage of it, but you must not establish a link in such a way as to suggest any form of association, approval or endorsement on Our part where none exists.

Data Protection

We comply with all of the applicable data protection laws. Please see our Privacy Statement for more details.
Law

The English courts have exclusive jurisdiction over any claim arising from, or related to, the Website and these Terms and Conditions. Any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with the Website or these Terms and Conditions or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England and Wales. This paragraph is subject to the paragraph below.

We may enforce Our rights in your country of residence or any other relevant country.
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